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Welcome to the Mothercare brand guidelines.
This document contains all you need to know 
about how the Mothercare brand should be 
used across all channels, for all marketing
materials, point of sale and product packaging 
ensuring it remains consistent throughout.

Using our brand correctly is extremely important 
to us so we ask that the guide is always referred 
and adhered to.

We hope you enjoy getting to know our
brand better.

The Mothercare Brand Team
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sectio
n 1

about us
...is all about Mothercare and our group of
companies, giving you an insight into our past, our 
thoughts on what we need to accomplish in the
future and a vision of how we as a company
intend to achieve it. Details of our partners &
projects and group values are also highlighted 
and explained.

inspiration
When Selim Zilkha set up Mothercare in 1961 his aim was to build a business that catered for all 
parents needs whilst inspire them. Our identity is therefore a true reflection of what he set out to 
create, an iconic brand that captures the essence of parenting. The things that are important to 
the making life easier for parents are in turn important to us:
simplicity, ease, practicality inclusive, informality, universal inspiration, energy, creativity

As an iconic brand we need to elevate Mothercare, underlining the quality, range, specialist 
knowledge and service that deliver exceptional value at competitive prices. To convince
parents to buy in to Mothercare beyond pregnancy and browsing and to set Mothercare 
apart as the definitive specialists amongst generalist competitors.

Icons are all about love. They reflect our collective spirit, keeping our culture alive and
enriching it all the time. They represent the things that are timeless and enduring - what we 
hold dear. Their role is to nurture, inspire and unite us.



what makes a brand iconic?
1. It is instantly recognisable
2. It leads not follows
3. It’s always appropriate, never out of style
4. It associates with other icons
5. it uses its history as an asset
6. It constantly reinvents itself to stay relevant
7. It reflects the lifestyle of a lot of different people
8. It stands for something greater than the product
9. It makes an emotional connection
10. It can move people beyond loyalty to love

our company
the facts
200 + stores UK
1000 + stores in 55 countries worldwide
multi channel retailer – stores, online, catalogue and mail order

Silver - Innovative Product - Steriliser bottle Bronze - Manual Breast Pump - Manual Breast Pump Bronze - Safety gate - Easy 

Close Décor Safety Gate Silver - Safety Gate - Easy Close White Wood Safety Gate

Toddler Toy Best Buy & Best Value - Early Learning Centre Toy Shop Best Buy - Early

Learning Centre Baby Sling / Carrier Best Value - Mothercare First Pram / Pushchair Best Value - 

Mothercare Family Friendly Retailer Best Buy - Mothercare Travel Cot Best Value - Mothercare 

Changing Bag Best Value - Mothercare Reusable Nappy Best Value Mothercare Moses 

basket / Crib Best Buy - Mothercare Cot / Cot Bed Best Value - Mothercare.

mothercare awards

Wooden Activity Cube



EgypJordan
Lebanon

Nigeria

Syria

South Africa

Chile (opening late 2011 and 2012)

Colombia (opening 2012)

Panama (opening 2012)

Venezuela (opening 2012)

Please see over page
for European detail

Morocco

founded in 1961 mothercare
has grown into a successful
global specialist

where are we in the world?

Australia

New Zealand

Brunei

China

Hong KongIndia (JV and SSL)

Indonesia

Malaysia

Pakistan

Philippines

Singapore

Taiwan

ThailandBahrain

Egypt

Kuwait

Oman
Qatar

United Arab Emirates

th Africa

Saudi
Arabia

Iraq

Key
Country Mothercare and ELC stores

age
ail



our group values
Our group values talk about the way we like everyone in our 
group of companies to approach everything they do at work. 
They’ve been inspired by our history and how we have evolved 
over the past 50 years. If everyone uses all of these values in their 
approach to work every day, we’ll really be able to add to the 
success and excellent reputation and achieve our goals.

keep it simple
Challenge complexity - things should be easy to use and easy to do.

build trust
Be honest , informative and always listen.

ensure quality
Work hard to ensure quality and safety.

stick together
Share the good times. Help throughout the bad times.

think fresh
Fresh ideas. Fresh approach. Great results.

grow with us
Adapt to change and grow for the future.

our partners & projects

being responsible
We aspire to be involved with businesses which respect and seek 
to improve human rights, the environment and the communities in 
which we operate. As such, we will endeavour to treat everyone 
with respect, act in an environmentally friendly way and continue 
to contribute to the wider community on all possible levels.



sectio
n 2

about our brand
...is all about the Mothercare brand, highlighting 
the core aspects of what our brand is built on, 
what our mission is and how we plan to
accomplish our goal.

our attributes
since 1961 we have:
become one of the worlds’ most recognised
parenting brand

been at the forefront in changing people’s lives 
with innovative product design and helping give 
expert advice to millions of parents

created a group of companies that strive for
excellence and are trusted for our commitment to 
authenticity and quality in everything we do

years of  parenting
1961-2011



60’s
70’s

80’s

90’s

2011

60’s

2011

this is our story...

The first Mothercare store opened its doors in Kingston, Surrey, 
on 19th September, 1961. Fast forward 50 years and we are the 
number one specialist parenting retailer worldwide.

An occasional
glass of sherry is
permitted, but
fruit juices are
very fashionable
and much better
for you.

Pregnancy is no time for boredom! You’ll
have a lot of preparations to do – and
plenty of knitting.

Don’t listen to old wives’ tales.
This is where your husband
can come in useful. It is up to
him to change the subject.

When your baby is born your husband
will be allowed to see you for a few

minutes and have a quick peep at the
newborn.

Men soon get expert at changing
a nappy and bathing a baby –
and rather enjoy it!

Having a baby isn’t an 
illness. When you are 
pregnant there is no reason
why you should not do all
your housework!

From the beginning we’ve offered
mums-to-be expert advice on pregnancy 
and birth. In that respect the 60’s were no
different to today. But how times have 
changed! Here are some of the tips that 
made us smile from our very first
catalogue in 1962.

how
things
have
changed



Mothercare was born when the 60’s were just 
starting to swing. Founded as the UK’s only high 
street retailer dedicated to catering for
parents-to-be and their children, the brand still 
holds that unique position today.

The first Mothercare store opened it’s doors in 
Kingston, Surrey, on 19th September, 1961. Initially
focused on maternity products, the brand
quickly expanded to cater for children up to the 
age of five. Massive changes were taking place 
in society, with the old pre-war conceptions
swept away for a brave new world and
the ‘white heat’ of technological advances.

The concept of the modern family was being
created; the advent of the contraceptive pill
was providing women with greater freedom of 
choice and those born in the wartime baby
boom were beginning to have children of their 
own. Hair was long, hem lines were short and
the whole country was enjoying the post-war
economic high promised by Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan.

Below: How Mothercare stores looked in the 60’s and our very first catalogue, published in 1962

Mothercare’s vision was to bring
down the cost of having a baby
and the early years were
dominated by finding ways of
developing new and innovative
products to support that promise.

Founder Selim Zilkha said in
1966: “Our policy is to give
the mother the best
possible value by passing
on to her the benefit of
our large scale buying…
the greatest difficulty with
the development of new
products is to find
manufacturers enthusiastic
and efficient enough to
interpret our ideas. We
feel that we’ve had a
good week if we find
one good new
manufacturer.”

in the 60’s

Maternity wear as featured in our Autumn
Winter catalogue in 1968. Gloves essential!

Our babywear was pratical 

and warm from the very start

Our stormhoods went down, 
well, a storm!

Kids watched the

Magic Roundabout...



If the previous decade saw
Mothercare take its first infant steps,
the 70’s was all about growing up.

Mothercare started the 70’s with 123 UK stores and 

ended the decade with 366. Politically, it was a time 

of upheaval. Women campaigned for greater social 

and economic freedoms, terrorism made its first signifi-

cant appearance on the world stage and two energy 

crises threatened worldwide progress. This turbulence 

was mirrored in Britain, where the Seventies witnessed 

four changes of government and, in 1974, a three-day 

working week was introduced to conserve energy 

during the coal miners’ strikes. The lights went out early 

and TV broadcasts stopped at 10.30pm to preserve 

electricity. 

Later that decade, the ‘winter of discontent’ saw 

more public sector strikes – rubbish went

uncollected and even funerals were put on hold. 

Despite the doom and gloom, Mothercare

powered ahead and on July 13th 1972 the business 

made shares available for the public to buy for the 

first time. At the time, the public floatation was the 

biggest ever undertaken on the London Stock

Exchange and there were 26,982 applications for 

more than 86 million shares, valuing the business at 

£142 million. In the 1978 annual report, Mothercare 

proudly announced that sales had topped

£1 million for the first time.£1 million for the first time.

in the 70’s

Snazzy and machine
washable! Boyswear from 1971

Pushchair design moved on.
Bonnet design stayed put

Maternitywear - still
going swimmingly

Our stormhoods went down, 
well, a storm!

Kidswear 70’s style

Everyone wanted a

Chopper bike

Collars were big but our newcomputers were even bigger!

70’s-style uniforms

(and hair)

Crewe store in 1972

Wolverhampton



If one word sums up the 80’s
it’s ‘consumerism’. This was the

decade when greed was good,
society embraced credit

culture and big brand
(and big hair) ruled.

in the 80’s

During the early Eighties major changes 
were afoot at mothercare. The business 
merged with Terence Conran’s Habitat to 
form Habitat mothercare, then in 1986, that 
business teamed up with British Home Stores 
to become Storehouse plc. It would be
another 14 years before mothercare was an 
independent entity again.

The Eighties was a time of massive global change. 
Newly industrialising economies across Asia drove 
manufacturing out of Europe to the emerging
(cheaper) East, and Mothercare joined the exodus. 
While the business had managed to maintain 99%
of its production in Britain, the writing was sadly
on the wall for UK manufacturing.

Consumer’s expectations of brands changed
massively during the Eighties. Now they wanted more 
choice, a faster turnover of stock and modern new 
store displays. Competition was increasing with other
retailers starting to offer similar products and the
general economy was suffering with much of the
Eighties blighted by recession.

The Storehouse years
By his own admission Selim Zilkha has always been 
more motivated by setting up businesses than running 
them. By the early 1980s he decided it was time for a 
new chapter in the Mothercare story and resigned 
from the Board in November 1982, 21 years after he had 
founded the business. So we became part of a retail 
empire with annual sales of almost £20 million. And a 
major overhaul was on the cards. Out went the orange 
and white retail colour scheme to be replaced by an 
Eighties-friendly palette of pastel shades. Rubik’s Cube confounded chil-

dren everyone

80’s maternitywear

We were still expecting
that storm...



The 90’s
‘Sophistication’ was our

watchword in the 90’s. Under the
storehouse umbrella the

business became more complex 
and took on a new, more

corporate culture...

The Nineties saw new ranges 
launching at a rate of knots,
establishing Mothercare as the
market leader in areas such as
nursery equipment and furniture. 

Maternitywear was initially sold
under the Pample - mousse label, 
while a first generation of Mini Club 
clothing launched for toddlers.

Like many large retailers, new
technology transformed the
business. In fact, it was probably one 
of the biggest areas of innovation in 
all areas of commercial and
day-to-day life in the Nineties.

The use of personal computers
mushroomed as the newly created 
internet gave us a new way to
communicate and connect. 

And mobile phones were suddenly everywhere 
as technological advances made them small and 
cheap enough for everyone to have one. Perhaps 
linked to the explosion in mass electronic media, 
the Nineties also became the decade when
celebrity culture was created. Following hot on its 
heels was reality TV, providing ordinary members 
of the public with the chance to have their
15 minutes of fame.

Keeping mum
The Nineties saw Mothercare face one of its
biggest challenges. How to maintain the core 
strengths of catering for mums- to-be and new first 
time mums and also keep customers with older 
children. The answer? A new concept store
launched in Watford that clearly showed off the 
two offers and provided more  fun and theatre for 
smaller visitors.  In addition, Mothercare invested in 
design and garment technology to  improve its
position in older children’s clothing.

The business also launched a series of sub-brands, 
reflecting the Nineties’ obsession for anything with 
a logo. These ranges for the older age group
included CCK, Detour and J@m. In 1992, Storehouse 
rationalised by selling Habitat to the Stitching
Ingka Foundation (owners of Ikea), leaving it to 
focus on its two core brands: BHS and Mothercare. 

in the 90’s
as technological advances made them small and 
cheap enough for everyone to have one. Perhaps 

celebrity culture was created. Following hot on its 
heels was reality TV, providing ordinary members 

strengths of catering for mums- to-be and new first 

mothercare world
Watford

Kidswear 90’s style



The 00’s
A new Millennium and a 
new beginning. Mothercare 
marked the arrival of 2000 
with a return to standalone 
status for the first time since 
the mid-Eighties.

The Noughties saw Mothercare become a 

truly multi-channel retailer. Together with the 

International operation, Mothercare Direct 

has become one of the powerhouses of

our growth. Being able to shop from home 

via online, phone or catalogue offers

parents the chance to shop where they 

want, when they want.

Social networking was one of the biggest 

innovations of the Noughties and, as ever, 

Mothercare was at the forefront. In 2007 we 

launched gurgle.com, a parenting website 

offering users the chance to form their own 

online networks.

Early Learning Centre was welcomed into the Mothercare fold 

in 2007. The move brought together two of the most powerful 

brands in parenting, bringing with it the opportunity to

cross-fertilise, cross-sell and drive cost efficiencies.

All Mothercare’s large out of town stores saw an ELC insert

introduced, bringing the brand to a new audience of parents 

who had previously only been able to shop for it on the

high street.

STRONG FOUNDATIONS
Mothercare has always placed strong emphasis on the ‘care’ in 

Mothercare. In 2004 the business set up the Mothercare

Group Foundation.

If we piled all 
the stacking cups 

toys we have sold on 
top of one another they 

would be taller than
4,500 Canary Wharf

buildings

Since 1961 we 

have sold enough 

bibs for the entire

population of 

Malaysia where 

we have 15 stores!

If we laid all the pushchairs, cots and mattresses we have sold over the 
past 50 years end-to-end, they would stretch further than the distance from our head office in Watford to Sydney in Australia

In 50 years 
we have sold
enough baby
sleepsuits to

dress everyone
alive in the 

UK today (with 
a few million

over!)

Mothercare has
been open for over
18,000 days – that’s

a lot of sleepless
nights for parents!

The aim is to help parents in the UK and 

worldwide meet the needs and

aspirations for their children and to give 

them very best chance of good health, 

education, wellbeing and a secure start 

in life. Since its creation, the Foundation 

has donated over a million pounds. Major 

recent grants to Wellbeing of Women, the 

University of Bristol, The Stroke Association 

and The Healing Foundation, means the 

MGF will help transform the lives of

families for years to come.

In 2011 we announced our three-year 

global partnership with Save the Children 

to raise £1.75 million. Called Born to Care, 

the programme will support the charity’s 

EVERY ONE Campaign to improve

newborn and child survival around the 

world and its work to eliminate childhood

poverty in the UK.

RESPONSIBLE RETAILING
There is also a wider community impacted by Mothercare, whether it’s our suppliers or the environment. 

We are fully committed to our responsibilities as a retailer and have programmes underway to ensure our

operations enhance the world in which we operate. 

cots and mattresses we havava e sold over the

did you know

ys
top of one another they

would be taller than
4,500 Canary Wharf

buildings

RESPONSIBLE RETAILINGRESPONSIBLE RETAILINGRESPONSIBLE RETAILING



personality
our brand’s character
Our personality colours us. It’s the first thing people experience when they 
come into touch with our brand. It’s what we stand for, the way we look and 
how we make people feel. A successful brand connects with people on an 
emotional level. It lives the values they aspire to and see within themselves.

grounded
We  are down to earth and talk to our customers as if they  were a  friend. 
Our customer approach is to have  no hidden agenda but
simply to provide help and advice.  

confident
Our 50 years  of specialized retailing, has helped us become global leaders 
within parenting  retailing. We’ve learnt a lot over the years, which has  given 
us the  confidence to talk to customers  with authority.

empathetic 
We  always  aim to put  ourselves in our customers’ shoes. Many of our
advisors are parents, which  gives parents –to- be comfort that we have real 
understanding. In addition we  carry out extensive training so that we can 
provide reassurance and give the  right advice when needed. 

approachable
Every customer is important to us no matter who they  are, where they live or 
where they come from. Our aim is to treat  everyone with the same level
of  respect.



values
what’s important to our brand
It’s these values that will transform us beyond just a service
people use to get what they need into an inspiring place they 
want to come.This is who we are and who we want to be.

expertise
We have over 5o years of hands on experience in  parenting and have 
done our best to keep learning so we can continue to give parents all 
the advice they  need.   

commitment
Nothing is more important to us than putting our  customers first. We focus 
on  insight, innovation and design alongside  ensuring a wide  choice  of  
quality products at a price thats affordable. 

accessiblity 
We are  there for everyone no matter who they are and  what  area or 
country they live in.  We also provide  multiple channels for gaining advice 
and ease of shopping  thereby helping to make life  easier.



essence
the heart and soul of our brand
inspirational, simple and accessible throughout everything we do.

born in 1961

tag lines
the following tag lines must not be used unles you have
prior permission

devoted to parenting - expertise and 
quality for every parent

mothercare making life easier for 
mums and dads

everything for mum to - be all in
one place



M O R E  C H O I C E

AVA I L A B L E

Order in store today.

™

NOTT_300I_PR039690

We’re all about your peace of 

mind. Mothercare 2 year 

guarantee on all pushchairs, 

strollers and car seats.

2  Y E A R  G UA R A N T E E

our services

Key service messages and some point of sale it is relevant to use the ‘caps headings’ approach.



Looking for a great 

way to budget and 

spread the cost of your 

new arrival? Open 

your plan today.

B A BY  P L A N

NOTT_300I_PR039684 NOTT_300I_PR039693

Join our free club for expert 

advice, handy tips and

great offers. Becoming a

parent is a once in a lifetime 

experience and its even

better shared.

B A BY  &  M E  C LU B



NOTT_300I_PR039685

Make sure your maternity or

nursing bra gives all the support 

and fit you need. Ask one of our 

in-store advisors for details.

S P E C I A L I S T  B R A

F I T T I N G  A N D  A DV I C E

??????????????

F R E E
N E X T  DAY
D E L I V E RY
order today
collect in store tomorrow



PM12_300l_PR040111.10.12

we won’t be 
beaten on price

feel free to check our prices
we match against

 

 

 
 

price
match

Our Price Match promise means that if you find a product cheaper in the UK at Kiddicare, Amazon, Babies’R’Us, John Lewis, Halfords, Tesco, Asda or Boots (“Selected Retailers”), we will match that lower price. Our Price Match promise applies to any branded item for sale at 
both Mothercare and any of these Selected Retailers; whether you find it in a store, in a catalogue or online. If you would like to Price Match at the point of purchase we will ask you to give us some details about the selected retailer, we will require the selected retailer’s name, 
description of the product, the web address and the price.   Alternatively if you would like to Price Match on a product you have already bought from us, please contact us within 7 days of purchase. You will need to show us your original receipt for the item and once we have 
verified the price we will refund the difference to you.  For full details please ask a customer service advisor or visit www.mothercare.com The following conditions apply: 1.  The Price Match products must be identical (i.e. same name, model and colour), in stock, new, not damaged 
and sold directly through one of the Selected Retailers in the UK in £GBP.  2.  Items sold as part of a multi, link or bundle deal will be matched to the cheapest price of each item when sold individually.  3.  Price Match excludes items sold through third party sellers at Amazon 
Marketplace. Items must be sold by or dispatched direct from Amazon.  4.  Price Match excludes items sold through auction websites or private sellers.  5.  Price Match excludes delivery charges, mothercare delivery charges apply as standard.  6.  Price Match cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other Mothercare promotion, discount or voucher offer (including staff discount). You may choose to apply Price Match or the mothercare promotion, discount or voucher.  7.  Price Match is product specific and excludes overarching or store wide promotions, 
offers and discounts by any Selected Retailer. We will not Price Match multiple discounts from any Selected Retailers, only the individual promotional price of the actual product.  8.  Our Price Match promise is for personal use only. We reserve the right to restrict our Price Match 
on each item to one per customer.  9.  Price Match will not apply if the relevant Selected Retailer is in administration or closing down.  10.  Price Match excludes baby milk, formula and medicines. * calls cost 10p per minute plus network extras. Mothercare UK Ltd, Cherry Tree Road, 
Watford, Herts, WD24 6SH. Registered in England no: 533087

NOTT_300I_PR039695

D I S C OV E R  M O R E

at mothercare.com
The UK’s biggest range of

products for parents.



design essence
Every Product Range should be designed to be “Unmistakably 
Mothercare”, creating a look that is strong and ownable. The 
identity feels familiar, timeless, expressive and inspirational, with 
the potential to evolve over time. While the identity has strong 
design elements that bring all the products together to create 
one distinctive brand, the application of these elements allows 
for differentiation between Product Ranges.

our customer
profile and demographics
Our customers are at the heart of everything we do. It is
important that we understand who they are.

primary
parents from pregnancy to 2 years



secondary
parents of children 2-5 years

grandparents & gifters
parents of children 2-5 years



sectio
n 3

brand guidelines
...is all about how the Mothercare brand should 
be used, ensuring our brand remains consistent 
throughout. The guide is for anyone who uses our 
brand, not only our internal team but also our
franchise partners, design and media agencies, 
marketing affiliates, syndication partners and so 
on. Using our brand correctly is extremely
important to us so we ask that the guide is always 
referred and adhered to.



logo
our logo is used in a single colour from the palette on white, or 
white on a colour from the palette

it is never altered but may change colour if brand appropriate - 
we mostly use bold and vibrant colours that stand out

our name is always lowercase as to be  friendly but
still trustworthy

the m’dolly is never altered as it is an international symbol of 
quality and to alter it would jeopardize the integrity of the brand

our repeat m’dolly pattern can be used as a background to the 
logo or on its own. It can be shades of the palette, it is an iconic 
pattern and should be used to enhance our integrity. it is always 
used in a tint of the palette colours.



exclusion zone
The exclusion zone is the X that forms the main m’dolly logo.
The x is our isolation zone.

If the isolation zone cannot be made available due to space or 
other constraints, it will need to be authorized by the design
department at head office.

= X

X X

X X



Having a baby is quite possibly the most amazing, thrilling and exciting thing you’ll ever do! 
From pregnancy and as your baby grows, the Mothercare Baby & Me Club™ is on hand to 
help. With advice, expert knowledge and loads of great offers!

We’ll give you information on everything you need to prepare for your baby - from talking to 
you about baby’s first feeds, what you need in your change bag, weaning advice and
baby’s development.

The easy way to plan and budget for your new baby.

Select from a wide range of products, spread the cost for up to six months, no interest or credit 
checks and free home delivery.



colour palette
base palette

PANTONE
646 C

WARM GREY
8 C

promotional palette

PANTONE
Rhodamine Red C

PANTONE
485 C

PANTONE
360 C

logo supporting text

promotional sale new







in store point of sale

SALE save new
base
colour
(text)

sale POS promotional POS new POS supporting text



in store point of sale
examples



promotional colour use
price messaging
CTA - grapgics

promotional palette

save
#F72791

new
#72C066

sale
#E41815

values
#4999D3

mothercare

#16467B

mothercare.com web colour palette
base palette

logo

promotional salenew delivery service



colours

website
common colours & gradients

gradients

tabs



banner cropping & size examples
cropping examples



icons icons

delivery icons



tone of voice
getting the right tone and being 
consistent throughout makes
all difference 
Our distinctive use of language is one of the key elements of the 
Mothercare brand. As we are multi-channel, it’s essential that we 
ensure consistency of tone and message to protect our strong 
and consistent brand.

What do we need to keep in mind about the Mothercare brand 
when we’re considering copy? 

Brand values: honesty, integrity, trustworthy, knowledgeable, 
wise, responsible, practical, insightful, innocent, simple

Brand personality: confident, supportive, friendly, emotional,
empathetic, warm, open and fun

body copy
mothercare is advice from your best friend, we talk parent to parent

mothercare was there for your grandmother, your mother
and now you

our tone of voice is simple and clear

supportive and approachable

our advice is trustworthy, honest and informative

we focus on feelings and emotions on the journey
through parenthood

our tone is confident and reassuring

It is a balance of understanding real needs but selling them gently 
through empathetic, reassuring language.







headlines
Perhaps more than any other copy element, these help to set 
the tone and let our personality shine through the copy. 

But it’s about much more than short punchy lines; tone of voice is 
key. Here are some of the previous lines we’ve used.

PLAYFUL  e.g. my big day out / peek-a-boo / making a
splash / night night…

APPROCHABLE e.g. your hospital bag – what you
really need / getting ready

EMPATHETIC e.g. keeping out of trouble – essential safety 
tips for you and your baby / our checklist – help spread out your 
shopping decisions, not to mention the cost, with our handy list

INSIGHT e.g. weaning made easy / be prepared – the main 
products worth finding out about / sleep solutions/ special touches 
that make a difference

INFORMATIVE e.g. how it works / what you may need / 
we’ve won an award / top tips

Remember, context is really important. Some of them work as an 
annotation / caption, while others work as a call to action.



cultural aspects
Our international business represents one of the largest growth
opportunities for us and a huge potential in developing and 
emerging markets, driven by the strength of our 2 brands.

There are now over 1,117 stores in over 50 countries outside the UK.

imagery
We need to be aware of cultural and religious sensitivities in our 
markets. Some of the imagery and references we need to
avoid include:



ads

bringing our experience to a new generation of parents

www.mothercare.com

Did you know, your bra size  
may change up to four times 
during pregnancy.

That’s why all our stores offer 
expert advice and fitting to help 
you find the perfect maternity 
bra for you. We have a wide 
choice of sizes and bras to 
choose from including support, 
sleep and nursing. 

Visit us in store for your  
FREE expert bra fitting

stores nationwide  
or shop online at 
mothercare.com

M/care Gurgle Advert.indd   1 29/05/2012   10:22

£9.50

O U T F I T

T-SHIRT
£2. 50

JEANS
£7

G R E AT 
QUA L I T Y 

AT  A 
P E R F E C T 

P R I C E

mothercare

Visit over 200 of our stores nationwide
or shop online at mothercare.com

W E ’ V E  A LWAY S  O F F E R E d 

m U m S  G R E AT  QUA L I T Y,

b U T  N O W  O U R  N E W

R A N G E  O F  P R O d U C T S 

O F F E R S  T H AT  G R E AT 

m O T H E R C A R E  QUA L I T Y

AT  A  P E R F E C T  P R I C E .

visit over 200 of our stores nationwide
or shop online at mothercare.com

£15
santa outfits

from

advertising
always lead with with the brand logo full name where possible

always use the url mothercare.com and say: stores nationwide or shop online at mothercare.com

only ever use the m dolly as a sign off 



using photography
lifestyle, cut out
the colours should be bright and natural, not over
- or under - saturated.

full page images are great, but if you’re going to do a montage 
use a tight grid with reasonable key lines, as in the montage on 
the right

don’t use obvious filters when taking photographs

black and white images are fine for ambient photography
or reportage

please use actual photography as opposed to computer
generated imagery

baby







toddler







family





product
& cut outs 















exclusively at

we should always say: exclusively at mothercare as 
a supporting tag line.

we should always use lifestyle imagery to showcase 
these brands within in store and online marketing 



exclusively at

we should always say: exclusively at mothercare as 
a supporting tag line.

we should always use lifestyle imagery to showcase 
these brands within in store and online marketing 



exclusively at

we should always say: exclusively at mothercare as 
a supporting tag line.

we should always use lifestyle imagery to showcase 
these brands within in store and online marketing 



ACTIVE
LITTLE
GIRLS

T-SHIRT
£2. 50

JEANS
£7  /  £8

£9.50
G R E AT 

QUA L I T Y 
AT  A 

P E R F E C T 
P R I C E

mothercare

O U T F I T
F R O M

the white value tag should always be on top of a 
background colour

there should always be a description to highlight
the photography

the prices of the individual cothing items should
be highlighted

we should always use lifestyle imagery to showcase 
these brands within in store and online marketing 



window graphics

exterior signage
fascia highstreet

BS21C37blue










